ELI is a European Project, involving nearly 40 research and academic institutions from 13 EU Members Countries, forming a pan-European facility, that aims to host frontier high-power lasers, as well as various radiation beamlines (electrons, protons, X-rays and gamma rays) for different applications. (Bucharest, Romania): dedicated to the development of PW laser beams and the generation of intense gamma beams for frontier research in nuclear physics.
• Inverse Compton radiation is not intrinsically monochromatic, the energy is related to the emission angle.
• The required energy bandwidth can be obtained by properly collimating the gamma beam.
• To obtain an energy bandwidth < 0.5 % at 0.2 -20 MeV collimation apertures that varies from about 14 mm to 1 mm, demanding a very challenging design.
Main requirements are:
• Low transmission of gamma photons (high density and atomic number material (vacuum compatible))
• Continuously adjustable aperture (to adjust the energy bandwidth in the entire energy range)
• Avoid contamination of the primary beam with production of secondary radiation 
Gamma beam characterisation and collimation (WP09)
• Collimation system in a vacuum chamber.
• A mechanical device provide fine adjustment in X , Y, θ (pitch) and Φ (yaw).
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• Each slit composed of 2 40 x 40 x 20 mm blocks made of a 97% W alloy (2% Ni, 1% Fe) with roughness < 5 μm.
• 3 groups of 4 slits each with a relative rotation of 45°around the beam axis.
A collimation system for ELI-NP Gamma Beam System -design and simulation of performance Collimation system -Monte Carlo simulations
• To evaluate the collimation system performance a set of Monte Carlo simulations has been carried out.
• A dedicated Geant4 application has been developed.
A complete geometry has been implemented. It includes:
• walls, floor and roof, • girders, pedestals and magnets, • pipe and shielding block, • a detailed model of the collimation chamber and Compton spectrometer.
Collimation chamber
Steering magnet
Concrete block
Compton spectrometer
Electron dump line
HE line

Scoring plane
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• The primary gamma radiation were obtained by transporting a realistic electron beam to the IP and then simulating (1) , through the CAIN code, the collision with the laser (EuroGammaS WP02 -Petrillo).
• The radiation produced at the IP is then used as an input for Geant4 simulations.
• Gamma beams simulated:
• LE: 0.2, 1, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5 MeV • HE: 5, 5.8, 10, 13, 18.6, 19.5 MeV
Implementation details:
• Physics lists:
• G4EmStandardPhysics_option4
• G4HadronPhysicsQGSP_BIC_HP and for G4HadronElasticPhysicsHP
• Cuts set to 1 µm for all the volumes
• Scoring performed by using:
(1) Laser pulse energy 0.2 J for LE IP and 0.4 J for HE IP (Table 60 TDR) . For all simulations the electron charge per pulse is 250 pC.
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• A set of simulations to evaluate the energy distribution as a function of the collimation aperture was carried out for all the beams previously listed.
• The scoring was performed inside the vacuum pipe at the exit of the concrete shielding block.
• The results of simulations are compatible with the results of a mathematical collimation of the input beam (θ < θ cut ).
A collimation system for ELI-NP Gamma Beam System -design and simulation of performance Collimation System -Expected performance • The effect of slit misalignment with respect to the beam axis was evaluated.
• A random misplacement with Gaussian distribution of increasing sigma (50 µm -> 500 µm) was applied to each tungsten edge.
• The results show that the effect of this misplacement is negligible up to 100 µm (expected 20 µm) and in any case results in a flux and a slight bandwidth reduction.
No penumbra effects -> no bandwidth degradation emerges.
• The effect is much more relevant for HE beams.
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• The chamber was rotated on its center with respect to the beam axis by increasing angles, up to 1 mrad (expected 0.1 mrad).
• Misalignment causes a reduction of the flux and the effect is more relevant at HE.
A collimation system for ELI-NP Gamma Beam System -design and simulation of performance • Our simulations have been mainly aimed ad evaluating the signal and the background on the detectors downstream of the collimator.
• In the ideal case, there are no particles in the region downstream of the concrete block (outside of the pipe).
• Simulations of high-statistic background on the Ge detector of CSPEC as a function of misalignments ongoing.
CSPEC
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MeV beam
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Conclusions
• An overview of the design and simulation of the collimation system for ELI-NP-GBS has been presented.
• The results of the simulations show that the designed collimation system allows to obtain monochromatic beams with an energy distribution compatible to the parameters required (∆E/E < 0.5 %).
• The study of the effect of misalignments was fundamental to define the tolerances required to finalize the mechanical engineering and realization of the system (on going).
• The simulation of realistic collimated beams was necessary to evaluate the expected performance of the detectors composing the characterization system downstream of the collimator and to finalize their design.
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